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by lauren french AND AMY D'ONOFRIO
Metro News Editors
A male student was found dead in City Hall
Wednesday afternoon, in what Metropolitan Police Department officers are classifying as a suicide.
MPD, University Police Department officers
and medical examiners responded to the scene after 2 p.m. to find a male student dead in his room.
There is no indication the death was the result of a criminal act, University President Steven
Knapp said.
“I am deeply saddened to report that the university has been notified of the death of one of our
students. The student was found in his room this
afternoon at the City Hall residence hall,” Knapp
said. “On behalf of the entire university community, I would like to express our sorrow and extend my condolences to the student’s family and
friends.”
The University is withholding the student’s
name until arrangements can be made with the
family.
“We have reached out to a family member, and
we will release more information as it becomes
available,” University spokeswoman Candace
Smith said.
UPD Chief Kevin Hay said MPD officers are
the lead investigators on the case.
Members of the community may contact the
University Counseling Center at 202-994-5300. u
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Two officials from the D.C. Medical Examiner's Office enter City Hall residence hall Wednesday afternoon to investigate the death of a male student.

Obama reveals deficit reduction plan
by Priya anand
Assistant News Editor
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President Barack Obama called for tax hikes on the
wealthy and spending cuts in a speech at GW Wednesday.

President Barack Obama rebuked Republican budget proposals Wednesday in a speech at
Jack Morton Auditorium, calling
for both tax hikes on the wealthy
and spending cuts to trim the
nation’s mounting deficit.
Obama outlined his administration’s vision for fiscal discussions aimed at slashing the
deficit by $4 trillion by 2012 at
his fourth visit to GW since he
entered office in January 2009.
Over the course of nearly 45
minutes, Obama stressed bipartisanship as key in the effort to
balance the budget. He said sacrifices must be made across the
board, while also protecting the
middle class, seniors and “key
investments in our future.”
Obama also called for a
“debt fail-safe,” which would
enact spending cuts and reductions if the deficit is not on track
to fall considerably by 2014.
His proposed framework calls
for America to “live within its

"We as a people must do this together, no
matter the color of the state one comes from or
the side of the aisle one might sit on."
barack obama
President

means” and said he will not allow Medicare or Medicaid to be
stifled.
“We need to use our dollars
here rebuilding, refurbishing
and restoring all that our ancestors struggled to create and
maintain,” Obama said. “We as
a people must do this together,
no matter the color of the state
one comes from or the side of
the aisle one might sit on.”
Addressing a packed auditorium filled with cabinet officials, members of Congress, professors, students and members
of the press, the 44th president
joked that part of his reasoning
behind averting a government
shutdown last week was to ensure he could speak at GW.

SAE
formally
returns

SA Senate overhauls
financial process
by SARAH ferris
Hatchet Staff Writer

by madeleine morgenstern
Campus News Editor
The University restored its recognition of Sigma Alpha Epsilon, a fraternity that has been operating as an
unrecognized chapter at GW since the
mid 1990s.
Interfraternity Council President
Frank Gervasio said six members of
Sigma Alpha Epsilon approached the
University last fall to begin discussions about the possibility of coming
back on campus
After a series of meetings this semester with GW officials, members
of the IFC Presidents’ Council voted
unanimously Tuesday to recognize
the chapter as an official GW fraternity once again.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon lost its University recognition amid allegations of
hazing in the mid 1990s, but remained
a recognized chapter by its national
organization. Since then, it has continued to recruit new members and
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The Interfraternity Counsel voted to restore University recognition to Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Tuesday. Seamus Kerin will serve as the chapter's president during its transitional phase.

hold events, outside the University’s
purview.
The IFC’s vote gives Sigma Alpha
Epsilon status as a “transitional chapter.” The body will vote again in one
year to determine whether or not to
grant it full-chapter status.
Gervasio said the process was
kept fairly quiet during its early stages
because he wasn’t sure how members
of the GW community would take the
news.

“SAE is known on campus for
having issues... After hearing their
case and talking to their members and
talking to their advisers, there was absolutely no concern about their presence,” Gervasio said.
Richard Shanahan, a representative from Sigma Alpha Epsilon’s national organization, said the fraternity
made several attempts to regain GW
See SAE: Page 6
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“I wanted to make sure you
had one more excuse to skip
class,” Obama said. “You’re welcome.”
School of Media and Public
Affairs Director Frank Sesno said
the speech reflected a more negative tone than he anticipated.
“I think he’s going to face
heat from Republicans and
Democrats,” Sesno said. “Presidents are not rewarded for asking people to sacrifice.”
Sesno said he expected
Obama to call the American
people to action, by recalling
“America the great” as opposed
to “America the indebted.”
The White House set aside
a pool of student tickets for the
event, which individual schools

at GW distributed among students. Freshman Gordon Gebert
said watching Obama’s speech
in person solidified why he
came to GW, adding that Obama
made budget topics clear for students in the audience who might
not know fiscal jargon.
“I like that he explained
things.” Gebert said. “I’m taking
macroeconomics right now and
a lot of the things he’s talking
about, we’re talking about.”
Jordyn Newcome, another
freshman, said students were
the most pertinent audience in
the building that day.
“I think it’s important students were here today,” Newcome said. “The problems now
are going to realize themselves
and we’re going to have to deal
with them.”
Obama’s speech prompted
the University to relocate a
handful of classes at the Media and Public Affairs building
for security purposes, shutting
down the lower level and second floor during the speech as
well. u

Responding to a campus tragedy

Funding for student organizations
will be doled out in a dramatically different way next year, after the Student
Association Senate voted unanimously to overhaul the financial allocations
process in its final meeting of the year
Tuesday.
The Senate Finance Committee
will be required to distribute 85 percent of the SA’s funding to student organizations during initial allocations
starting this fall.
The process is different from the
way the body has traditionally distributed funds, which neared $ 1 million this year, allocating about half the
available funding in initial allocations
and reserving the rest for co-sponsoring student organization events
throughout the year.
Finance Committee chair Chris
Clark, the bill’s sponsor, said the reforms will make the allocation process
more fair.
“The whole senate would be looking at it, not just the one committee.
It makes [the allocation process] less
subjective in the long run,” Clark, U-at

Univ. announces
Commencement
speakers

GWTV relaunches brand

NASA administrator,
business mogul to
address graduates.

GWTV created a new website in an effort to expand its
audience. • Page 7
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The Hatchet's editorial board expresses its condolences
and grief over the loss of a fellow Colonial. • Page 4
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large, said. “This makes it much more
fair across the board.”
The full SA Senate votes to approve the initial allocations bill,
whereas event co-sponsorships are
approved at the SA Finance Committee’s discretion.
SA President Jason Lifton spoke
several times strongly in favor of the
measure.
“Right now, groups aren’t able to
budget for their events because student groups don’t get a clear amount
of funding in the beginning,” Lifton
said. “There’s more wiggle room than
we give them now.”
Incoming SA Finance chair John
Bennett voiced the strongest opposition, although he said he ultimately
voted in favor of the measure because
Student Activities Center Executive
Director Tim Miller supported it.
Tuesday's vote came on the heels
of the SA Senate-elect’s first meeting
Monday, during which a new graduate student-heavy finance committee
for next year was formed. Monday’s
appointments more than doubled the
number of graduate students on the

• Page 3

Fasolini pleads guilty in child porn case

Former professor may serve three years in jail before
being deported.

• Page 3

UPD to move over the summer

Headquarters will move to the Academic Center
to make way for a museum. • Page 5
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IN Brief

Indian venue opens at
J Street for trial period

A new venue in J Street will serve up curry and naan, after students voiced concerns
about a lack of variety in the Marvin Centerbased eatery.
The White Peacock, an Indian restaurant,
will offer lunch at the Burrito Del Rey station
for two weeks before potentially becoming
a permanent fixture. The restaurant opened
Monday.
“The idea is to enhance overall quality
and variety into the J Street program,” Nancy
Haaga, director of GW’s Campus Support Services, said.
Signs for The White Peacock will replace
those for Burrito Del Rey while the Indian
food is being served.
Sodexo held a sample tasting last week in
J Street, where students snacked on potential
menu items like tandoori chicken, samosas
and fried vegetable fritters called pakora.
Whether or not Indian food will be offered
as a regular menu option will be based on sales
and feedback from students, Haaga said.
The Burrito Del Rey station would rotate
Indian and Tex-Mex cuisine if Sodexo decides
to make The White Peacock a regular option,
Haaga said.
“The idea is to have some different offerings from time to time to keep the variety interesting,” Haaga said.
Regular Burrito Del Rey menu items will
be served during dinner hours for the next
two weeks.

–Ashley Larkin

corrections

Based on inaccurate information from a
source, The Hatchet incorrectly reported in
“Men’s tennis handles Hoyas,” (pg. 8 April 11)
that senior Christopher Kushma was down
one match at the beginning of singles play to
Georgetown before coming back to win the
next two sets. Kushma won his singles match
in straight sets.
The Hatchet incorrectly reported in “Medical school is second most selective,” (pg. 1
April 11) that the three schools in the Medical
Center are undergoing a review to remedy
problems related to probation. The current
review of the Medical Center is not related to
the medical school’s previous probationary
status.
Due to a reporting error, The Hatchet incorrectly said in “Mayor looks to change liquor laws,” (pg. 1 April 11) Gray’s proposed
extension of the hours businesses would be
able to sell liquor would bring in $6,000 a year.
The program is estimated to bring in $2.36
million a year.
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Andrea Sestanovich, a sophomore, protests against an anti-abortion group that congregated outside of the Marvin Center Wednesday during
President Barack Obama’s speech in the Jack Morton Auditorium. Obama was on campus to give a speech about debt reduction.
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President Barack Obama’s speech on
campus was met by protesters.

Get a sneak peek of the play by the 14th
Grade Players opening Thursday.

The Colonials are headed to the
Sweet 16 in a national competition.

Protesters on campus

APRIL
Thursday
‘Frost/Nixon’

14

Watch a play about the interviews between
President Richard Nixon and journalist David Frost,
addressing Nixon’s role in the Watergate scandal.
Lisner Downstage • 7 to 11 p.m.

‘Frost/Nixon’ preview

Friday
Movie under the stars

15

Watch a screening of ‘The King’s Speech,’ about
King George VI’s struggle to overcome a stutter.
South Park behind Guthridge and South halls
• 7 to 11 p.m.

Women’s rugby

Saturday

16

Spring Fling 2011

GW Pitches concert

Grab free food and enjoy a
concert by artists Mike Posner
and Chiddy Bang.
University Yard • 4 to 10 p.m.

The all-female a capella group
holds its final concert of the year.
Marvin Center Amphitheatre
• 8 to 10 p.m.
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Univ. announces more
Commencement speakers

Student files suit
over suspension

NASA administrators,
Goldman Sachs Group
director to address grads

Freshman alleges
discrimination in
discipline hearing

by Danielle solinski
Hatchet Reporter
Representatives from NASA, local
educators and business moguls will join
New York City Mayor Michael Bloomberg
on stage for the University’s Commencement ceremonies in May.
The Elliott School of International Affairs will host NASA Deputy Administrator Lori Garver, who received her master’s
degree at GW.
“We are proud and honored to host
Elliott School alumna Lori Garver as the
school’s celebration speaker,” Elliott School
Dean Michael E. Brown said. “Lori exemplifies a strong commitment to the field of
international affairs and the extraordinary
career paths of our school’s alumni.”
Louis Rosenfeld, the managing director of currency and commodities at the
Goldman Sachs Group, will speak at the
Commencement ceremony for undergraduate programs in the GW School of
Business.
While he worked at Bear Stearns,
Rosenfeld helped develop a recruiting relationship with the business school’s career center.
The business school’s graduate speaker will be Mark Lerner, principal owner
and vice chairman of the Washington Nationals Baseball Club.

Another NASA representative, Michael Griffin, will speak at the School of
Engineering and Applied Science Celebration. Griffin served as administrator of
NASA under George W. Bush.
For the Graduate School of Education
and Human Development, Matthew Tosiello, a third-grade teacher at Randolph
Elementary School, will speak about his
firsthand experience in the world of education.
Tosiello, who earned a graduate degree from GW just four years ago, was
named as Arlington Public Schools 2011
Teacher of the Year.
“The field of education is rapidly
changing and I am immersed in it daily,”
Tosiello said. “I hope to articulate what the
Class of 2011 can expect and also mix in
some practical advice.”
Anthony Carnevale, director of the
Georgetown University Center on Education and the Workforce, will be speaking
before graduates of the GW College of Professional Studies.
“I am honored to be speaking there. I
will be talking about the relationship between college and adult education and
jobs essentially and how that’s changed
over the past 30 years or so and how it’s
likely to change over in the future,” Carnevale said.
The GW School of Nursing will receive
an address from Geraldine Bednash, chief
executive officer and executive director of
the American Association of Colleges of
Nursing.
The University had not yet announced
the speakers for the Columbian College of
Arts and Sciences or the School of Public
Health and Health Services. u

by priya anand
Assistant News Editor

government photos

NASA administrators Lori Garver, top, and
Michael Griffin, bottom, will address
graduates in the Elliott School of International Affairs and the School of Engineering and
Applied Science, respectively, in May.

Fasolini pleads guilty in child porn case
by amy d'onofrio
Metro News Editor

A former part-time Italian language professor pled
guilty to one count of possession of child pornography Wednesday morning.
Diego Fasolini, 43, admitted in court to knowingly
possessing 600 or more images of child pornography
and to having thousands of
additional images stored on
a hard drive.
Assistant U.S. Attorney David Kent, the attorney
prosecuting
the
case, and Fasolini’s attorney Shawn Moore, told
the judge Wednesday they
struck a plea deal for a 36 to
48-month sentence.
District Judge Beryl A.
Howell questioned the attorneys about this sentence
term, as she read out loud a
document outlining the plea
agreement. Kent confirmed
the government agreed to
the 36-month sentence, but
said it will ultimately be up
to the court to decide the
term of imprisonment.
The offense can carry a

10-year prison term and a
$250,000 fine.
Fasolini will be deported after his sentence, according to the deal. Fasolini
told the judge he was born
in Italy.
“He understands that
he will indeed be deported”
after serving time, Moore
said.
Fasolini was originally
arrested in October, after
a Student Technology Services employee found images of suspected child pornography on a hard drive
which Fasolini submitted
for technical support.
The FBI’s Child Exploitation Task Force investigated the case along with
members of Metropolitan
Police Department.
“During the course of
the investigation, law enforcement searched additional computer equipment,
including items at Fasolini’s
residence. Forensic analysis
confirmed that Fasolini had
collected more than 100,000
images of child pornography,” according to a release
from the U.S. Attorney’s Of-

Media credit: Devereaux Sterrette

Former Italian professor Diego Fasolini, depicted here in November, pled
guilty to one count of possession of child pornography Wednesday.

fice.
Fasolini’s conviction is
an aggravated felony and
requires him to register as a
sex offender for at least 15
years.
The judge asked Kent to
submit “justifiable reasons”
for the plea arrangement
and set a sentencing date
for July 1. u

Beer to be served at Spring Fling
ABRA OKs sale
of $2 beers at
annual concert
by amanda d'ambra
Senior Staff Writer
Program Board will sell
beer at this year’s Spring
Fling 2011.
PB received the go-ahead
to serve alcohol Wednesday
afternoon after obtaining
the required license through
the University’s Center for
Alcohol and Other Drug

Education and the D.C. Alcoholic Beverage Regulation
Administration.
Program Board Executive Chair Wesley Callahan
said other student organizations have sought approval
to serve alcohol at previous
events in University Yard, but
officials rejected the idea.
Beer will only be sold
between 4 and 7 p.m. and
likely restricted to the GW
Law School patio steps, Callahan said.
Tonic Restaurant and Bar
and Foggy Bottom Grocery
will provide all food and beverages for the event. Beers
will be sold for $2 each.
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The University agreed to
let Program Board sell alcohol at Spring Fling 2011 after
several events in Anniversary
Park served alcohol without
incident, Callahan said.
With the sale of alcohol
at the event, PB anticipates
a larger crowd at this year's
spring fling, Callahan said.
“I think this will give
upperclassmen and graduate students who have not
previously been part of the
event a reason to come. We
are trying to attract a wider
sector of the GW community
and make it an enjoyable
event for everyone,” Callahan said. u

H

A freshman filed a lawsuit against the University
Friday, alleging unfair disciplinary hearings wrongfully found him guilty of
sexual assault, and led to
an unfair suspension from
school. He is requesting a
total of $6 million in damages due to the incident.
The student – who filed
the lawsuit under a pseudonym – said Student Judicial Services failed to abide
by GW’s Code of Student
Conduct throughout the
student’s judicial process,
leading to an unfair hearing and unfair suspension,
according to court documents.
The student claims SJS
found him guilty of sexually assaulting a female
student, but refused to consider relevant evidence that
would have proved his innocence, according to the
complaint.
The complaint also said
GW violated Title IX – a law
regarding gender equality –
by creating a “biased and
one-sided process” against
males. All schools receiving
federal funding must comply with Title IX guidelines,
which outlaw gender discrimination.
GW sanctioned the student with a one-year suspension effective Friday,
but the court granted his
request for the suspension
to be halted until the court
hears arguments.
“George
Washington
University, in the manner
in which it approaches the
investigation, adjudication,
and appeal of allegations
of sexual assault, creates an
environment in which the
accused is so fundamentally
denied due process as to be
virtually assured of a finding of guilt,” the complaint
said. The complainant said

he and a female student had
consensual sex in October,
and that he did not initiate
any acts against her will.
His roommates witnessed
the two interacting and saw
the female strip down to
her underwear before getting into his bed.
The student submitted an appeal to SJS with
evidence including a polygraph test, text messages
between his roommates
and witness statements, but
SJS did not consider the evidence.
Matthew Kaiser, the
plaintiff’s lawyer, said SJS
denied his client basic student rights under the Code
of Student Conduct by failing to interview key witnesses whose testimony
would have proved his client innocent.
“SJS has an obligation
to follow the student code
and has to follow it pretty
closely, and it just doesn’t
look like that happened,”
Kaiser said.
The Department of Education issued new guidance on Title IX rules in regards to sexual assault last
week, saying colleges must
respond quickly to allegations of sexual assault.
Kaiser said although
schools must respond to
claims in a timely fashion,
GW could have pushed a
fair hearing through the
system within the same
time frame.
University spokeswoman Candace Smith said the
University does not comment on pending litigation,
but takes investigations
seriously and judges all
sexual assault complaints
under the Code of Student
Conduct.
“GW has a record of
promptly investigating and
resolving allegations of
sexual assault and harassment,” Smith said. “The
University also periodically
reviews its policies to ensure we are meeting current
legal standards and best
practices, and our efforts to
educate the community on
and respond to allegations
of sexual assault are no exception.” u
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" I made a ton of mistakes, but people were understanding, they taught me and now I’m able to produce
my own show."
–John Torrisi, the director of publicity of GWTV, on how the station has helped him grow as a producer.
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Staff Editorial

Responding to a
campus tragedy

Y

esterday our community learned
a member of the GW family took
his own life in City Hall residence hall. While the Colonial family
may not know the student’s identity,
we all know a loss of this proportion
can elicit guilt, sadness and fear.
This type of death forces a community to accept its incomprehension.
It reminds us to stop and appreciate
what we have, while remembering
that some of our peers may be dealing with unimaginable emotions and
stress.
Throughout the upcoming weeks,
students might ask fundamental questions that seem inextricable from a
suicide – could I have prevented this?
Was it even preventable?
These questions we now face as a
community will likely cause a range
of emotions, as everyone processes
grief differently.
We urge anyone who is having
trouble accepting this loss to contact
the University Counseling Center,
which has made counselors available
to all students.
There is little we can say in a situation as jarring as this, besides our
hearts and thoughts go out to this stu-

This type of death forces
a community to accept its
incomprehension. It reminds
us to stop and appreciate
what we have, while
remembering that some of
our peers may be dealing
with unimaginable emotions
and stress.
dent's family and friends.
When Laura Treanor and Taylor
Hubbard died, we used this space to
remember these members of our Colonial family. We had their friends speak
through us so the entire community
could remember them together.
Today, as the family is still being
notified of its loved one's death, we
find any discussion of what's next,
or our feelings, to be trite compared
to the loss the community feels as a
whole.
Until we know the identity of this
student, we cannot move forward as
we are unable to grasp what his death
truly means for GW.
So we leave the majority of these
inches empty, as a testament to the
emotions we still face and the loss we
will continue to feel.
While it may not be enough, it may
not be substantial, we, like many of
you, are at a loss as to how this could
have happened to a fellow Colonial.
When details of this student's life
surface, we will be ready to honor his
contributions to GW while remembering his legacy.
Until then, we can only hope students who are contemplating suicide
seek help before feeling like taking
their own lives is their only remedy.

The University
Counseling Center
can be reached at
(202) 994-5300
For more information,
please visit:
http://gwired.gwu.edu/counsel

Campus leaders,
unemployed
graduates
W

riting a resume can be an extremely
enlightening experience. Believe me, I
would know; many of my fellow graduating seniors can relate to the seemingly endless amount of writing, editing and rewriting of
resumes that has occurred in our lives over the
past few months.
It’s odd to try to encapsulate your entire life
in one page. No matter how big you make the
margins, how small you make the font, or how
creative you are in spacing, you’re going to need
to make some tough choices about what you put
in and what you take out. For me, the most illuminating thing has been
that the activities I put so
much time into here at
GW are among the least
important things on my
resume.
See, I spent a rather
long time participating
Logan Dobson
in various GW activities.
I had two terms as a StuColumnist
dent Association senator, I
tried and failed to become
executive vice president
of the SA – damn you, Rob – I was on GW Housing Programs staff and I spent the entire time
blogging or writing for one campus news source
or another. And the end result of all of it? Of
the hours I spent in the Marvin Center, the hundreds of palm cards I handed out, the barrels of
real and virtual ink I spilled analyzing campus
news? It’s about five, maybe six lines on my resume.
I understand where the urge comes from to
obsess over what’s going on around campus.
When I was in the SA, nothing felt more important than getting my bill passed, winning an
election or giving a piece of my mind to University administrators. In my time writing for
The Hatchet, I’ve obsessed over the right words
to describe some problem, which alternative
solution should be proposed or the best way
to continue giving various pieces of my mind.
Come to think of it, I’m not sure how much of
my mind I have left at this point, what with all
the pieces I’ve given.
It’s not an easy thing to do, maintaining perspective. After all, we all came to GW for a reason: Many of us like to be involved in our community and lots of us love politics too, even on
the smallest of scales. We’re drawn to campus
organizations, we want to be leaders and we
want to change our campus for the better. This
naturally leads to the kinds of intense involvement that we have on campus, and it can blind
you to the fact that the stakes are so low.

You come to find that all the time
you put into those on-campus
activities pales in importance
compared to the things you've done
off campus.
It might not sink in until you start the extremely unpleasant process of figuring out your
life after graduation. You come to find that all
the time you put into those on-campus activities pales in importance compared to the things
you’ve done off campus. Every interview I’ve
done with a prospective employer has focused
significantly on my internships, my background
and what my career goals are. No one has ever
asked me about my time in the SA.
That isn’t to say you shouldn’t be involved
on campus, of course. GW needs passionate students constantly pressing it to be better than
it is. But students should endeavor to keep
their on-campus activities in perspective; these
should not be the most important things you do
in your four years. Otherwise, you’ll end up like
me; possessing a wealth of campus knowledge,
but utterly unemployed.
–The writer, a senior majoring in political
science, is a Hatchet columnist.
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Waitlist woes
by Lisa Fischer

What Tax Day really means
for GW students
N

ext Monday is going to be a bit debt.
worse than your average start of
But what about all education spendthe week. Americans across the ing? Just 2.9 percent of your taxes fund our
country will be filing out their tax returns schools. Our roads? Only 2.3 percent. Enas Tax Day was moved from April 15 to vironmental programs only get 1 percent,
April 18. As GW seniors begin to obsess and arts and culture receive just one-tenth
over jobs, this day should serve as a of one percent.
daunting reminder of what we’re getting
The fact that programs we as graduourselves into.
ates consider to be vital services
As official U.S. income
only account for around 15 pertaxpayers, we will soon have
cent of our budget may surprise
a vested interest in how much
you. But what does this mean
the government will be taking
for you, a student about to go
from us and, more importantinto the world, work hard, make
ly, how it’s being spent. So let’s
a salary and pay taxes?
take a quick look:
For starters, you can start to
In 2009, the average startAndrew Clark listen to the budget debate raging salary for a college graduing on Capitol Hill and the fight
ate was about $48,500, accordover entitlement reform that is
Columnist
ing to the National Association
about to gear up. Social Security
of Colleges and Employers.
and Medicare need to be fixed;
Let’s assume that you are a lucky senior otherwise these bloating programs will inwho will land a job immediately after hale an increasingly large portion of your
graduation. This will put you, the aver- tax dollars every year, while all the while
age graduate, into the $34,000 to $86,000 the possibility you may eventually see a
income bracket, which means the govern- check from them dwindles.
ment will tax 25 percent of your income.
Perhaps reconsider your opinion of the
Every year, about $12,000 of your salary Bush tax cuts, or what some call "tax cuts
will go to D.C. So in reality, you’ll only be for the rich." As the average college gradumaking around $36,500.
ate, you may not call yourself rich, yet the
You then will have to factor in state Bush tax cuts reduced your own tax rate as
taxes. State tax rates vary, but the average well, by 3 percent. Keep that in mind the
state income tax for your bracket will be next time a politician calls to repeal them.
about 6 percent. There goes an additional
$2,900, reducing your disposable income
to about $33,600.
You’re a bit disappointed the government has taken nearly a third of your
hard-earned money. But you keep your
Mark next Monday as the day
head up! You’re confident that at least
your taxes are helping to provide vital
to start keeping a closer eye
government services.
Now let’s take a look at your theoretion government spending.
cal taxpayer receipt to see where all your
money is being spent, according to moderate think tank Third Way’s tax calculator.
One-fifth of your taxes will go toward
fulfilling Social Security funding obligations. Another quarter will be going toward similar obligations with Medicare
Pay attention to the debt as well. A full
and Medicaid. So a bit less than half of all 6 percent of your taxes are spent simply
your taxed income is going toward three paying interest on the national debt. That
unsustainable entitlement programs that number will only grow unless serious acyou, as a millennial, will either never see tion is taken.
or will see in a severely reduced form.
Mark next Monday as the day to
Another fifth of your taxes will go to- start keeping a closer eye on government
ward the defense budget and a tenth will spending. As a soon-to-be taxpayer, you
support low-income assistance programs. now have dice in the game.
Six percent of your taxes will go toward
–The writer, a senior majoring in political
paying down interest on the national
communication, is a Hatchet columnist.

Letter to the editor
Alternate options for summer housing

I wanted to respond to the column
by Doug Cohen, "Can't live with summer housing" (March 28, pg. 4), concerning the cost of summer housing for GW
students. GW Housing Programs is committed to supporting any student staying on campus to reach his or her academic goals or expand his or her career
and professional aspirations in D.C. this
summer. Full details on our costs and
protocols to select summer housing are
available on the summerhousing.gwu.
edu website, but we have three housing options to fit various budgets. At the
mid range, an Ivory Tower space for a
GW student costs about $38 per night,
for which an external guest would pay
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$51.50 per night. Mr. Cohen is correct
about the South Hall policy being our
highest cost per night, but it is important
to note a third, less expensive option that
is available. GW students can also stay
in Greek-life housing locations, which
cost $33 per night, while external guests
would be charged $50 per night for the
same space. The overall summer rates
for GW students also may appear more
expensive than external guests because
GW students stay in summer housing
for up to 89 nights, while external guests
can stay a maximum of 76 nights.
Seth Weinshel
- The writer is the director of GW
housing programs.
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Univ. reduces emissions by 3 percent
by aliya karim
Hatchet Reporter

marie mcgrory | hatchet staff PHOTOGRAPHER

The University Police Department will move to the Academic Center
this summer to make way for a museum.

UPD to move
over the summer
by MAHIKA KAPOOR
Hatchet Reporter
The umbrella office that
houses the University Police
Department will begin to
move its headquarters to the
Academic Center this summer.
University spokeswoman
Michelle Sherrard said all
departments under the Division of Safety and Security
Program, including the Environmental Health and Safety
Department and the Office of
Public Safety and Emergency
Management, will shift their
headquarters to the Academic
Center after the spring semester.
Police dispatchers will be
the first to move to the new
location this summer, Sherrard said, but the University has not yet determined
a timeline for the rest of the
relocations.
The University announced
in February that UPD's headquarters would be moving
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to the Academic Center after
GW received a $5 million donation to turn its current base
– the Woodhull House – into a
D.C. history museum.
The first floor of the Academic Center, where Division
of Information Technology
staffers currently work, will
be renovated to accommodate
officers who work on patrol,
as well as administrative
staff.
“We are still finalizing
the specifics of the new office
space for IT employees who
will be relocated, as well as a
timeline for these transitions,”
Sherrard said.
Details regarding the relocation of IT employees and
the relative timeline for these
transitions are still being finalized.
The Woodhull House will
be renamed in honor of Albert H. Small, who donated
the funds and his personal
collection of artifacts for the
museum. It is estimated to be
completed by 2015. u

Multimedia Reporters
Wanted
Learn to produce the videos, web content
and audio slideshows that are the cutting
edge of journalism.
Email web@gwhatchet.com

The University reduced
its net carbon emissions by
nearly 3 percent over one
year, making headway in
its long-term goal of carbon
neutrality.
Through the Climate
Action Plan – GW’s concrete roadmap to reach carbon neutrality by 2040 – the
University has been focusing primarily on climate
change and carbon emissions, Sophie Waskow, the
stakeholder
engagement
coordinator for the Office
of Sustainability, said.
The climate plan’s fourpronged strategy includes
reducing
energy
consumption,
implementing
building and technology
improvements,
researching low-emissions power
sources and reducing on
and off-site greenhouse gas
emissions through community partnerships.
A recent report by the
American College and University Presidents’ Climate
Commitment
recognized
GW’s efforts as an energy
innovator. Since launching
a task force on sustainability in 2008, the University
has made strides toward
reducing emissions.
The University prevented 3,754 metric tons
of pollution from entering
the atmosphere from fiscal
year 2008 to 2009, according to data from the Office
of Sustainability. This rate

" GW should be proud of the progress made
towards achieving its sustainability goals."
Sophie Waskow

Stakeholder Engagement Coordinator
Office of Sustainability
is just above the average
annual reduction needed to
reach the University's goal
of a 40 percent emissions
reduction by 2025.
The
primary
cause
for the drop in emissions,
Waskow said, was a reduction in electricity consumption. By using heating and
cooling systems less often,
changing light bulbs and
adding occupancy sensors,
the University used less
electricity, gas and oil from
2008 to 2009.
“GW should be proud of
the progress made towards
achieving its sustainability
goals,” Waskow said.
The report highlighted
GW’s two LEED Gold-certified residence halls, urban
green spaces, sustainibily
courses offered to students
and Green Campus Fund
– a student-run initiative
that supports the University’s campaign for efficiency
and helps reinvest savings
into future projects.
From 2008 to 2009, the
University saved more
than 7 million kilowatt
hours of electricity, mainly
the result of a 6 percent reduction in building energy
consumption.
“The University aims

to reach neutrality by reducing its emissions by at
least 80 percent and using
credible offsets to negate
the remaining emissions,”
Waskow said.
GW will also begin developing plans in 2012 for
ecosystem sustainability on
campus, mirroring the air
and water purification provided by naturally occurring ecosystems, which can
reduce the rate of species
endangerment and extinction. The plans will target
issues of healthy food, solid waste and landscapes.
“The information about
the emissions is self-reported, and it’s probably very
much in line with peer institutions,” Toni Nelson,
the program director for
the ACUPCC report, said.
While GW is still developing an energy-efficient
appliance purchasing policy, American University
has already created its own
such policy, according to
the ACUPCC's reporting
profiles. AU has also begun
developing policies to offset emissions produced by
university-paid air travel,
and it purchases renewable
energy certificates from
wind power for the univer-

sity’s total electricity use.
To build successful sustainability initiatives on
GW’s campus, Nelson said
targeting student communities is key.
“Most [colleges] are
figuring out how to graduate students, having every
student understand the difficulty of the climate challenge and being part of the
solution,” she said.
Student
engagement
helped GW raise its Sustainable Endowments Institute
grade from a D+ in 2008 to a
B in 2010, Waskow said.
“Students are leading
the way with initiatives,
such as the Food Justice Alliance bringing honey bees
to campus, and Net Impact
hosting the Business Response to Climate Change
Conference,” Waskow said.
In honor of Earth
Month, the Office of Sustainability will host a series of events promoting
sustainable practices, with
a particular focus on water
resources.
The Office of Sustainability will launch new
goals for conserving water
resources on Earth Day,
April 22.
“The strategy will focus
on reducing the amount of
water we use, improving
the quality of water we discard and minimizing use of
bottled water,” Waskow said.
“We have been gathering
insight from experts at D.C.
Water, the Potomac Riverkeeper and faculty.” u

MCAT may see curriculum overhaul
Test undergoes
curriculum review
every 15 years
by Danielle Solinski
Hatchet Reporter
The association that
oversees medical schools
and colleges released preliminary recommendations
to overhaul the Medical
College Admission Test,
commonly referred to as
the MCAT, suggesting a
broader approach to testing

applicants’ scientific knowledge and reasoning skills.
The
Association
of
American Medical Colleges
made 14 recommendations
that, if used, would place
more emphasis on the understanding of both social
sciences and natural sciences and test students’ abilities
to apply their knowledge
and make quick decisions.
The review process began in 2008, when the association formed an advisory
panel of medical school
deans, admissions officers,
clinical sciences faculty and
others, to review the more
than a decade-old test.

“It’s just common practice to look at the test every
15 years,” Karen Mitchell,
senior director of admissions testing services for
AAMC, said.
After holding more than
75 outreach events, Mitchell
said the committee’s recommendations “effect a nice
balance between things that
people have been asking
for.”
“The committee is working really hard to make the
test show how students will
use knowledge, how to use
evidence to make decisions,
and how to apply scientific
thinking,” Mitchell said.

With the preliminary results released, the committee
will engage in more than a
dozen council, group, social
and association meetings
over the next few months to
gauge the reaction from the
medical community.
The committee will discuss its final recommendations at the AAMC’s annual
meeting in early November.
The association’s leadership
will then formally propose
recommendations to its
board of directors in February 2012.
If approved, the changes will be incorporated into
the 2015 MCAT exam. u
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CRIME LOG
Drug Law Violation
4/04/11 – 10 p.m.
Location: South Hall
Case closed

University Police Department
officers responded to assist GW
Housing Programs staff with
an administrative search that
yielded 28 unmarked pills in a
Ziploc bag.
–Referred to Student Judicial
Services

4/07/11 – 7:59 p.m.
Location: Thurston Hall
Case closed

UPD officers responded to assist
GW Housing Programs staff with
an administrative search that
yielded 4.5 grams of marijuana,
drug paraphernalia and empty
bottles of alcohol.
–Referred to SJS

4/08/11 – 1:05 p.m.
Location: Ivory Tower
Case closed

GW
Housing
Programs
staff requested access to a

SAE
from p. 1
chapter recognition within
the past 10 years but did not
follow through with the process.
“The timing wasn’t really right with the University,
it wasn’t really right for us,”
Shanahan said.
Seamus Kerin, the president of Sigma Alpha Epsilon,
said his fraternity presented a
transition plan to the University, including programming

FUNDING
from p. 1
committee compared to this
past year. Seven graduate senators will serve on the committee, which has 11 members
total, including a chair.
The committee assignments closely match a list
provided to The Hatchet and
allegedly circulated among
members of the SA Senateelect prior to voting. Of the 10
senators named on the list for
the SA Finance Committee,
nine were appointed during
Monday’s meeting.
The list also correctly
names who would be named
chairs of the SA Senate’s three

residential room to conduct
an administrative search
based on a tip. About 2.8
grams of marijuana, drug
paraphernalia and four pills
were confiscated.
–Referred to SJS

Theft

4/04/11 – 11:15 p.m.
Location: Thurston Hall
Case closed

UPD officers responded to a
report of a student removing
the door to the laundry room
entrance and taking it to his
room.
–Referred to SJS

Harassment

4/06/11 – 9 a.m.–9:30 p.m.
Location: Off campus
Case closed

A student reported to UPD
officers that he was receiving
menacing phone messages
from
his
ex-girlfriend’s
mother about a photograph
he posted online.

Disorderly Conduct
4/09/11 – 3:22 a.m.
Location: Thurston Hall
Case closed

UPD officers observed an
intoxicated student, and
EMeRG arrived to transport
the student to GW Hospital.
During the encounter, the
student became belligerent,
boisterous and resisted
medical care. The student
was ultimately transferred
to the hospital in protective
custody.
–Referred to SJS

Burglary

4/9/11 – 10 a.m.–7 p.m.
Location: Mitchell Hall
Case closed

A student reported that
several items were taken
from his room on the same
floor of a previously reported
burglary.
–No suspects or witnesses

The GW Hatchet

Unauthorized Use of
Vehicle
4/10/11 – Time unknown
Location: University Parking
Garage
Open case

A UPD staff member reported
that her brother’s car was missing
from the last location where she
parked it. Metropolitan Police
Department officers responded
to the scene.
–Open case

Liquor Law Violation

4/10/11 – 6:20 a.m.
Location: International House
Case closed

UPD officers responded to a
report of a water leak. Officers
inspected the building and
found a student in a bathtub
with water running from both
the sink and tub faucets. The
student admitted to consuming
alcohol and told officers he was
simply performing his nightly
ritual. The student was assessed
and transported to GW Hospital.
–Referred to SJS
–Compiled by Sydney Green

–No further action

plans for rush and pledging.
Even though Sigma Alpha Epsilon has had between 30 and
45 members every year, only
six are part of the newly recognized chapter, Kerin said.
“When we were deciding whether to go back on
campus or not to go back on
campus, there were people
who didn’t want to go back,”
Kerin said.
While Kerin said Sigma
Alpha Epsilon ultimately
hopes to receive on-campus
Greek-life housing, the chapter has no set goals in the
number of members it hopes

to recruit in the fall.
“We want to refill our
ranks with guys we think are
going to be able to help us
continue building our positive impact on the GW community,” Kerin said.
Acknowledging the fraternity’s troubled reputation,
Kerin said his chapter is looking forward to proving itself
to the Greek-life community
and to GW as a whole.
“We’ve been working all
year toward doing this,” Kerin said. “I can’t speak for the
past but we’re different now."
Director of Greek Life

Christina Witkowicki said she
is not concerned about Sigma
Alpha Epsilon being back on
campus.
"If we believed these men
were not going to be in line
with University expectations
we would not have supported exploring rerecognizing
the chapter," Witkowicki said
in an e-mail.
The University does not
believe any other unrecognized chapters are still active
on campus, and the IFC is not
in the process of bringing any
other chapters on, Witkowicki
said. u

committees: Bennett to the
SA Finance Committee, Elena Gillis, ESIA-U, to the SA
Academic Affairs Committee
and Josh Goldstein, CCAS-U,
to the SA Student Life Committee.
Sen. Bob Kickish, SHMSG, appointed to the SA Finance
Committee, confirmed he received the list in an e-mail.
“I just got an e-mail that
said who to vote for,” he said.
Kickish said despite the
expanded graduate representation, the committee would
function the same as past
years, but added graduate
students had coordinated efforts to form committees to
guarantee their funding.
“The
undergraduates
don’t have to worry. We’re

only going to allocate the
money to ourselves that we
deserve,” Kickish said.
Incoming chair Bennett
also denied the graduateheavy make-up would affect
the committee’s business.
“Normally [the SA Finance Committee] has been
dominated by undergrads,”
Bennett said. “It’s like having
a super-senior on the committee. I don’t look at them as
separate.”
Among the graduate students on the new SA Finance
Committee are Chervinsky
and James Bonneau, U-at large
— both former members of the
Joint Elections Committee, the
body that oversees SA elections. Chervinsky also served
as vice president for judicial

and legislative affairs this past
year. Patrick Hanley, SMHS-G,
another new member, served
on the SA Senate when he was
an undergraduate.
In response to the bill's
passage, Vice President of Judicial and Legislative Affairs
Jacob Chervinsky — who
will serve on the SA Finance
Committee next year as an SA
senator representing the GW
Law School — filed a lawsuit
against Lifton and Clark, alleging the bill was unconstitutional and arguing the
SA's incumbent senate has
"no power to amend funding
guidelines or budget procedures after the commencement of the transition period." SA power will officially
change hands April 29. u

OHSA investigates
UPD rodent issue
by amy d'onofrio
Metro News Editor
An investigation into
a rodent infestation in the
Woodhull House is ongoing, an official from the
Occupational Safety and
Health Administration said,
adding that the investigation into the incident will
likely be completed in the
next few weeks.
Administration officials
inspected the University
Police Department’s headquarters at 2033 G St. last
Thursday, after receiving
multiple complaints about
a rodent infestation in the
150-year-old building.
Michael Walterschied,
area director of OSHA’s D.C.
and Baltimore office, said
Monday he didn’t know the
results of the inspection.
“I haven’t seen anything
come across my desk,” he
said, adding that if any citations were to be issued, he
would be involved.
Walterschied said the
investigation is not closed,
and could take a few weeks
to be completed.
University Police Chief
Kevin Hay said the Woodhull House was inspected
following maintenance by
Facilities Services to remove
rats from the building, and
that an OSHA official said
no citations would be issued. A citation from OSHA
could result in fines, depending on the severity of
the situation.
If there is substantial
probability that “death or
serious physical harm could
result from a hazard about
which the employer knew
or should have known,” a
serious citation would be issued, according to information on OSHA’s website.
Any non-serious violations refer to those that have
“a direct relationship to job
safety and health, but probably would not cause death
or serious physical harm,”
according to OSHA.
“They found our abatement plan to be effective,
hence we were told no citations would be issued,” Hay
said Friday.
Hay said Monday he

doesn’t expect further inspections from OSHA.
“[The OSHA inspector]
said he would come back
only if he received a new
complaint,” Hay said, noting the inspector would
have to return by law if a
complaint was filed. “He
was satisfied with what he
saw Thursday."

"It was a small hole
where the pipes came
into the building that
was the pathway [of
the rodents]."
kevin hay

Chief
University Police Department
Last week, Facilities Services workers took down a
wall to reach an area that
needed rodent abatement.
Areas around Woodhull
House were also sealed off
to prevent more rodents
from moving in.
“It was a small hole
where the pipes came into
the building that was the
pathway [of the rodents]. It
has been sealed with concrete,” Hay said.
Problems with mice
and, later, rats, arose a few
months ago, according to a
UPD officer who spoke on
the condition of anonymity
as he was not authorized to
speak on the matter.
The officer said last
week rodents were seen in
Woodhull House following demolition of buildings
across the street in preparation for the Law Learning
Center Garage.
“Some have a theory
that our problem began
when buildings across the
street were demolished,”
Hay said.
Odor due to the infestation was also a concern for
employees, the officer said.
Hay said air monitoring
of the building occurred last
Wednesday and Thursday,
but resulted in no negative
findings. u
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This Week in
GW History

14th Grade Players presents 'Frost/Nixon'

Mikhail Gorbachev
receives GW
President's Medal.

22 years ago...

Freshman arrested on
cocaine charges.

QuickTakes...
Voxhaul Broadcast
“Timing is Everything”
(Voxhaul Broadcast)

–Hayley Burgess

Francis Rivera | Contributing PHOTO Editor

The Pains of Being
Pure at Heart

John Birt, left, played by Arturo Lichauco, and Frost, played by Douglas Brundage, sit with Frost's love interest
Caroline, played by Maddie Hendricks, in this weekend's production of 'Frost/Nixon.'

“Belong”

something greater than whatever we’re doing at the moment
and so it’s very relatable and
interesting to watch his transformation,” Brundage said.
Senior Steve Isaac, who
plays Nixon, said it is has been
a challenge “to walk the fine
line between acting and imitation.”
“It is so easy for Nixon to
become a caricature and it has
been my job to make sure that
that doesn’t happen,” Isaac
said. “I think the political in-

“Belong,” the sophomore release from the Pains
of Being Pure at Heart,
evokes a familiar sound that
seems more appropriate
in the ‘90s alternative rock
scene. Without a doubt, the Brooklyn quartet
has undergone a transformation into a bigger,
more established band after its self-titled debut in 2009. This metamorphosis, along with
‘90s shoegaze influence, can be attributed to
producer Flood and mixer Alan Moulder – of
Smashing Pumpkins and My Bloody Valentine fame, respectively – who both helped
craft “Belong.”

terests of the GW student body
will get a lot of people in the
audience who don’t generally
go to student theater shows.”
While “Frost/Nixon” is
Seeberger’s directorial debut,
she is no stranger to the stage.
A history major who has acted
in eight productions since her
freshman year, Seeberger used
the play to look into the human
element of what motivated
each character’s actions.
“The thing about history
is that we tend to look at facts

only and move farther away
from looking at the motivations
behind those actions. We don’t
look into the human element
that went into those actions,”
Seeberger said. “There are all
of these thoughts and emotions
that influence how everyone
acted and I feel like that’s just
as an important part of history
as the facts are.”
Written by English playwright and screenwriter Peter
Morgan, the play will open
Thursday at 7 p.m. u

GWTV relaunches brand

by Josh perlman
Hatchet Reporter

GWTV doesn’t want to be just
another college station.
With an ambitious staff and a
fresh new website, GWTV hopes
to widen the scope of its broadcasts by covering more off-campus news.
Anna Flickinger, associate
director of content development,
said a major goal of GWTV is to be
more visible both within and outside the GW community.
“Right now [GWTV] is something that’s definitely in the public
sphere, but we’re trying to make
the brand more recognizable,” she
said.
Freshman John Torrisi, the director of publicity, said although
the station does not have the capability to measure ratings, it has
gained a larger presence online
this year with easily accessible
scheduling information, blogs,
live broadcasts and social media
integration.
“What you’re seeing here with
all our new programming and all
the new shows that are in pre-production, we’re just going to have
that much stronger of a channel,”
he said.
GWTV currently has three
new shows in production. “Colonial Crossfire,” produced by Torrisi, is a non-partisan political debate show. “Frat Talk,” hosted by
sophomore Adam Pistel, looks to

14 years ago...

H

“Timing is Everything”
is truly a great listen from
start to finish. As Los Angeles-based band Voxhaul
Broadcast’s full-length debut album, it offers a series of rock songs that range from dark and
gritty to lighthearted and fun. Although every
song is worth a listen, the tracks to definitely
check out are “Rotten Apples,” an instant
mood-improver, “Cheetah,” an addictive and
appropriately fast-paced tune, and “Loose
Change,” a slower and more drawn out song.
At times the band sounds a lot like a supertalented garage band – effortlessly cool, with
a slightly grainy sound on some tracks. The
album ends with the catchy and thoughtful
“Fact or Fiction,” the type of song that will
leave you wanting more. And if this debut album is any indication, this is definitely just
the beginning.

by hyacinth mascarenhas
Hatchet Staff Writer
History will repeat itself in
Lisner Downstage this week as
the 14th Grade Players depict
the legendary 1977 Nixon interviews that would ultimately
define a journalist’s career and
further damage the reputation
of an ex-president.
The dramatization, which
was made into a feature film in
2008, follows the preparation
and filming of the historical
interviews between President
Richard Nixon and journalist David Frost, where Nixon
admits to unethical behavior
while in the White House.
“They’re both really afraid
of being forgotten and have
had success in their life, but
never felt they were good
enough for anyone else. That
informs a lot of their decisions
and motivates them to do the
things that they do,” director
Aly Seeberger, a junior, said.
“It’s really interesting to watch
how everything unfolds and
see how quickly the balance of
power can change in an interview.”
Following the transformation of Frost, played by senior
Douglas Brundage, from a talkshow host to an investigative
journalist, the play provides
a raw, behind-the-scenes look
into the emotional interviews.
The characters’ witty banter and raw, awkward human
emotions drive the play toward
the climactic interview that is
factually predictable, but emotionally suspenseful.
“I think I relate a lot to him
actually because he is looking
for legitimacy a lot. I feel like
we’re always looking to be

Christian Ewing
Contributing Editor
cewing@gwhatchet.com

Francis rivEra | contributing PHOTO editor

GWTV uses the MPA building's television studio to film its student-run programs, which range in topic from political debate to sports and Greek life.

put a comedic twist on Greek life
at GW. GWTV also introduced its
first reality TV show, “Interns.”
The station jump-started its
renovation with a revamped website that the staff hopes will serve
as a source for constant news updates about GW and consistent
communication with viewers.
“It’s always been one of our
main goals at GWTV to increase
membership and involvement, so
the website has been incredible for
us to reach out to more people,”
Co-General Manager Tess Leibowitz said.
In the past, Torrisi said

GWTV’s audience was limited
because the station is on a closed
loop that is only accessible to students and faculty. The current system only allows for about 18 hours
of footage, but Torrisi said GWTV
hopes to upgrade to a new system
to allow for 24 hours of scheduled
footage.
He said the station also wants
to use online streaming to get this
footage onto the website.
GWTV is also working to involve more viewers in the production process. The appropriately
named feature of the site, “Get
Involved,” allows viewers to elec-

tronically submit a pitch for a new
show.
Torrisi said “Get Involved”
reflects GWTV’s ultimate goal to
teach others about the world of
broadcast and to prepare them for
a possible career in the field.  
“I made a ton of mistakes, but
people were understanding, they
taught me and now I’m able to
produce my own show,” Torrisi
said.
Torrisi said he has not only
been given the opportunity to
learn, but also to teach.
“I’m trying to definitely become a better teacher,” he said.
“I’ve had to take a step back and
realize it’s one thing to teach yourself, but it’s another to be able to
teach other people.”
Torrisi said GWTV plans to
upgrade its equipment in the
coming year to keep up with the
constant technological advances
of the news industry. GWTV will
most likely pull funds from the
operating budget to purchase
wireless microphones for the upcoming school year.
Torrisi said GWTV also hopes
to receive new cameras from the
School of Media and Public Affairs, as one of its Sony 2100 models is damaged.
“It’s all about electronic news
gathering – that’s the future,” Torrisi said. "I’ve learned so much in
this short amount of time, and I
think that GWTV is positioning
itself for future success.” u

(Slumberland)

–Christina Oriel

Pharoahe Monch

“W.A.R. (We Are Renegades)”
(Duck Down Records)

Within a music industry
that is becoming entirely viral and transparent, Pharoahe Monch’s cautious return
to the limelight – four years
since his last solo album – is
a breath of fresh, old-school
air. Monch flexes his poetic muscles, and reminds us why we first gravitated to him back
in the ‘90s, as he spits out his signature multisyllabic, staccato-like rhymes. But even amidst
all his poetic devices, Monch still succeeds in
conveying coherent preacher-like messages.
The majority of the album’s success must be
attributed to the vocals; the album’s primitive,
monotonous production does not hold a candle to Monch’s rhythm, flow and word choices. The repetition of the lyric, “where I come
from” in the album’s most highly praised song,
“Shine,” exudes a slow falling into the depths
of Monch’s inner conscience, and segues into
his archetypal Joycean stream-of-consciousness lyrics. Monch’s two previous canonical
albums will likely overshadow his admirable
transformation of tedious poetic devices into
a seemingly effortless subconscious revelation in “W.A.R.”

–Rachel Hodin
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Becky Reeves: A rocky road worth traveling

by BECKY REEVES

Copy Editor and Senior Staff Writer
My start at The Hatchet
was nothing short of rocky. It
was my sophomore year, and
after a year of freshman shenanigans, I decided I needed
to buckle down in academics
and extracurricular activities.
Journalism had caught my eye
and I was determined to join
The Hatchet. Easy right? Not
quite.
I started by sending multiple e-mails to multiple editors with no success. Still stuck
on joining some kind of campus media, I decided to try
somewhere else. I wrote for
the Daily Colonial for a couple
months, but was ultimately
disappointed by the organization’s editorial direction. I look
back on it fondly as my first
byline, but it just wasn’t where
I wanted to be writing.
By the spring semester of
my sophomore year I dropped
the Daily Colonial and recommitted myself to breaking into
The Hatchet inner circle. My
plan of action: Go straight to
the top. I e-mailed then-editor
in chief Eric Roper three or four
times demanding to be put in
touch with an editor, something I look back on comically
and with supreme embarrassment.
It was extreme and a little
bit brash, but it worked.
Before I knew it, I was sitting in a Hatchet meeting in
preparation for covering the
2009 Presidential Inauguration.
As I mingled with Hatchet editors, I played it totally cool, but
deep down I felt so important.
That same day, I met the
person who would become my
first Hatchet editor and one of
my closest friends at the newspaper: Emily Cahn. Emily had

just become an assistant news
editor, I had just become a reporter and our serendipitous
pairing laid the groundwork
for arguably the most absurd
friendship within The Hatchet.
After feeling shut out from the
organization I was so desperate to join, Emily, you were
the first person to make me
feel welcome and wanted at
The Hatchet. You gave me
front-page stories to cover and
taught me the ropes. For that, I
will always be grateful.
This is not to say that I never
had doubts about The Hatchet.
I quickly learned that to be involved with this organization,
you have to be dedicated and,
at times, self-sacrificing. I went
through bouts of exhaustion,
but even in my most uncertain
moments, something always
kept me coming back.
My junior year, after taking
an unofficial hiatus from reporting to focus on an internship,
the Hatchet itch was getting at
me again. I decided to apply
to be a copy editor, thinking it
would be a great outlet for my
anal retentive tendencies while
also grooming my writing and
editing skills. A few grammar
and style tests later, I was hired
and back into the inner circle.
Had I any lingering doubts
about my place at The Hatchet,
they were squashed when I
met the other new copy editor, Miranda. Even though I’ve
dated Louis for three years,
Miranda – you are my Hatchet
soul mate. Whether we were
pondering facets of Jewish culture, reviewing sex-ed, or just
speaking sarcastic nonsense
– most often the latter – you
made every long prodo night
bearable. You’re actually one
of the funniest people I know
and I will always remember
the weird or confused looks
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Becky Reeves finds her favorite Hatcheteers acting awkwardly in
a phone booth across the street from The Hatchet.

we got from pretty much everyone... all the time.
The number of times
French threatened to separate
us from each other or from Emily for laughing too much – almost every other prodo night –
is a testament to how we much
we just clicked. I don’t think
French realized when she hired

the two of us she was actually
hiring two lunatics who were
going to fall in love with each
other and be possibly the most
inefficient editing team in the
townhouse. Sorry French that
we were perpetually distracting one another, but thanks
Miranda for somehow making
copy editing the most amusing

job I’ve ever had.
However, Miranda’s not
that important, and there
are many other people that I
would like to thank for making
The Hatchet so special to me.
Anna, I appreciate your
patience with the Copy Corner this semester. Thank you
for tolerating Emily and my
weird, bathroom-centric banter. You also take the award
for Best Dressed at Prodo, not
that my leggings-Uggs combination was much to compete
with.
Priya, thank you for letting
me write about the Gelman
pooper. Even though you
were only my editor for a few
months, you assigned me the
best story of my entire Hatchet
career.
Gabe, thank you for constantly cracking up Miranda
and I with your hilarious impressions and random insights.
You always made me smile at
1 a.m. when I was in the worst
mood of the night.
Justin, I’ll always look back
fondly on the summer you,
French, Louis and I spent convincing incoming freshmen to
join The Hatchet at CI. I also secretly love all the corny things
you say.
Lyndsey, I don’t know if I
would have survived professor Harvey’s class without
you. I truly looked forward to
sitting next to you and sharing glances during our bizarre
class discussions. You’re going
to do an amazing job bringing
the staff together next year.
And even though the ops page
was the heaviest, longest page
to read every issue, I still love
you nonetheless.
French, you used to scare
the hell out of me. Although I
know better now, I hope you
never change. You’re an amaz-

ing journalist and leader, even
though I sometimes wonder
where you learned to spell
based on your creative letter
combinations. Truly, I feel honored to have worked under
you and I want to thank you
for giving me the opportunity
to be a part of this amazing
newspaper family.
Emily, you’re an incredible
journalist, editor and friend. I
owe my love for The Hatchet
largely to you, so thank you.
And just know you can always
talk to me about your digestive
health.
To all my girlfriends – you
know who you are – you guys
have been my second family for
the past four years. Thank you
for always making me laugh
and entertaining me with your
crazy antics. I take pride in the
numerous fun, ridiculous, irresponsible and amazing experiences we’ve shared over the
past few years. I hope to have
many more. I love all of you so
much.
Louis, you have been with
me at every step of my crazy
journey with The Hatchet.
Who knows if I’d have stuck
with it without you cheering
me on. I feel so lucky to have
shared this experience with
you, and I’m comforted in the
fact that as long as we’re together, a piece of The Hatchet
will always be with me. I love
you.
Mom, Dad, George and
Tori, thank you so much for all
your love and support. You always told me to do what makes
me happy and I feel so lucky to
be given that privilege. I love
you guys.
For all those subjected to
the cackling emitting from the
Copy Corner – You know you
will miss me. I know I will definitely miss all of you. -30-

Hadley Malcolm: Meandering my way in

by HADLEY MALCOLM
Web and Special Issues Editor
It’s 10 p.m. and I’ve just
arrived at The Hatchet townhouse. I sit in front of a computer and start working – editing copy and deciding lead
stories for the website – a process generally accomplished
with limited interaction with
whomever happens to be left
editing pages.
Other than a few shouts to
copy about whether it’s “three
years” or “3 years,” or calls
to Gabe about the next day's
multimedia, I focus on my
work and am out of there in
about an hour.
This scene didn’t quite
meet my fantasy of late nights
filled with inside jokes and the
inspiration of newspaper publishing, but my Hatchet experience wasn’t normal from
day one.
When I first arrived to
GW in the fall of 2007, I was
determined to join the ranks
of dogged reporters who dedicate their lives to the pursuit
of a great story. I knew The
Hatchet – one of the region’s
best college newspapers –
would be my way in. The
first day I stepped foot in the
townhouse was the paper’s
fall open house. After making
a beeline for the free pizza, I
ended up talking to Jess Calefati, The Hatchet’s senior news
editor at the time. She had me
write my contact information
on a three-and-a-half by fiveinch note card... but I’m not
about to say the rest is history.
My evolution with The
Hatchet has been almost
painstakingly slow. I wrote
a few articles in those first
fall months of freshman year,

and even received a couple
of “good jobs” for my work,
despite the fact that most of
it had been severely rewritten
by the time they reached print.
Looking back, I know this is a
tough-love experience every
good journalist needs. And in
an industry where the red pen
rules, it is a true accomplishment to receive praise from an
editor, however brief.
Despite my initial gusto
for becoming a Hatchet reporter, my dedication to the
paper faltered as I threw myself into an array of other GW
activities, eager to expand my
extracurricular involvement
and determined not to chain
myself to just one commitment. I had a one-year stint
on the women’s crew team,
a decision that devoured my
social life and almost derailed
my academic life – but gave
me some impressive biceps. I
joined a sorority, despite adamantly telling my mom that I
was not a “sorority girl” and
did not want to sign up for
recruitment. The time crunch
led me to stop accepting article assignments completely
during second semester of
freshman year.
I decided to try my hand at
Hatcheting again sophomore
year, but I still only managed
a scattering of articles, excusing myself mentally for being
“too busy.” I was uncommitted, unmotivated and somehow unable to find a balance
in my life that made room for
the passion that brought me
to D.C. in the first place. It
wasn’t until a summer stint
at a broadcast news internship that I realized that I loved
writing (and not TV news) and
began asking for assignments

from Emily. My enthusiasm
for reporting was renewed by
the time I left to study abroad
in Copenhagen. And despite
the distance, my time in Copenhagen actually brought
me closer to The Hatchet.
I was Gchatting with Emily on a cold day in March,
gossiping about who might be
her successor as campus news
editor, when she mentioned
that she and Lauren were
starting to interview for positions on the next year’s staff
and encouraged me to apply.
I had pretty much abandoned
my lofty freshman-year reporting goals and figured the
most I could hope for was
another college try at being a
staff writer in my senior year.
But thanks to Emily, I said,
why not?
I soon found myself on a
Skype interview. Lauren offered me the Web editor position a week later. I accepted,
without a clue as to what the
position entailed, but knowing that my chance to finally
be a part of The Hatchet had
arrived and I wasn’t going to
turn it down.
I received an added bonus
in July when Lauren asked
me to be the special issues
editor as well. In the span of
a few months, I went from being a near Hatchet dropout to
having two paid positions on
staff.
Managing both positions,
a full load of classes and the
added stress of being a senior
looking for a job and a place
to live after graduation, has
been, at its worst, frustrating
and emotionally draining, but
at its best, challenging and rewarding. In the beginning, the
nights were long; my time-
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Hadley Malcolm sits on the desk where the magic of editing took place, devouring her favorite snack: tator tots.

management skills seemed to
have left me behind, probably
somewhere in Copenhagen.
I started drinking coffee, a
substance I had never before
relied on. I suffered my fair
share of emotional breakdowns and anxious nights
rewriting articles or redoing
photos at the last minute. But
I’ve come out on the other side
a stronger writer, a better Web
journalist and better equipped
to pursue what has ever more
remained my passion – once
I’m no longer living life within
the confines of GW.
Lauren told me last summer that I would be thanking

her later for hiring me as Web
editor and giving me online
journalism skills. Well, I guess
“later” is now. Lauren, thank
you for your wisdom! While
I have yet to actually secure a
job (which, I hope, has more
to do with the job market than
my lack of skills), I’ve come
across several job postings
looking for exactly the kinds
of talents I’ve gained as The
Hatchet’s Web editor.
Thank you to Emily, for
constantly being attached to
your e-mail. Your Gchat was
definitely the driving force
behind why I was on staff this
year. Thank you also for en-

couraging me to take on more
stories this semester and reinforcing that nothing substitutes for hands-on experience.
My biggest thank you goes
to The Hatchet as an institution of learning in and of itself. My GW home away from
home hasn’t centered on 2140
G St.; but my journey from The
Hatchet open house freshman
year to a double-duty position
on the staff roster this year
has left me feeling lucky and
grateful for the time I’ve spent
with such a talented group of
people, rediscovering the craft
and magic of putting out the
paper as a real journalist. -30-
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campus life
Wanted Graduation tickets
Want to purchase commencement tickets for
Elliott School and General
commencement.If you have
any tickets you want to sell
please contact Margaret at
mgduranmom@aol.com
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JOBS
Lifeguards. Positions in
Md,VA,DC. FT/PT. Flexible Schedule. Must be able
to swim. Free Training.
Competitive pay. VA: 703996-1300 ext.128, MD/DC:
301-210-4200 ext. 107
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IN Brief
Kvancz, Feinstein
to headline NCAA discussion
WRGW will host Athletic Director Jack Kvancz and Washington Post sports columnist
John Feinstein Thursday for
a discussion on the most recent NCAA Men's Basketball
Tournament, Kvancz's career
at GW and the state of college
athletics in mid-major conferences.
Kvancz, who earlier this semester announced he would
retire June 30, has been the
head of the athletic department at GW for 17 years. GW
basketball teams have made
18 total NCAA tournament appearances during his tenure,
and he’s the only person in
NCAA history to hold a job as
an athletic director at Division I, Division II and Division
III schools without ever being
fired. Kvancz also served as
a member of the Men’s Basketball Selection Committee
at GW from 1998 to 2003. He
plans to assume a role as special adviser to the University
post-retirement.
Feinstein is a sportswriter,
author and sports commentator. He has worked as a staff
columnist at the Post, and has
written for Sports Illustrated
and The National Sports Daily.
Feinstein works as a commentator on NPR’s “Morning Edition,” contributes to ESPN’s
“The Sports Reporters” and
is a visiting professor at Duke
University. Feinstein’s 1989
book about the 1985-86 Indiana University basketball
team, "A Season on the Brink,"
is often touted as the best-selling sports book of all time, and
was made into the first ESPN
television movie in 2002.
The event will take place in
the Jack Morton Auditorium at
the School of Media and Public
Affairs. Doors will open at 6:30
p.m. and a reception on the
second floor of SMPA is scheduled to follow the talk.

Last word
"Defense wins
championships. If no
one can score against
you, you always have a
chance."
–Kenny "K.P." Pope, head
coach of the women's club rugby
team, on the style of play his team
focuses on. The team is scheduled
to head to San Diego to compete in
the USA Rugby Division II Playoffs.

Number
crunch

3

Louis Nelson
Sports Editor
lnelson@gwhatchet.com

Elizabeth Traynor
Contributing Sports Editor
etraynor@gwhatchet.com
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The number of individual championships
men's golfer Andres Pumariega has won
in a row, a GW record.

Women's rugby set to travel to Sweet 16
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Junior Megan Davidson, with ball, and junior teammate Lily Olson, left, take part in one of the GW women's rugby club's recent offense-free practices.

by daniel wright
Hatchet Reporter
The magic number for the GW
Women’s Rugby Football Club is
four.
The Colonials are one of 16
teams in the USA Rugby Division
II playoffs in San Diego, Calif. leaving only four victories between
them and the championship.
With a handful of games still
left ahead of them to define their
season, members of the team said
four is an important number, because it both determines their future and is a part of their past.
When Kenny “K.P.” Pope took
over as head coach for the team
four years ago, he inherited a small
group of players without much
schooling in the finer points of
rugby. But Pope had plans for his
young team.

“I had a vision to take this
team and turn them into what they
wanted, which is a championship
team,” Pope said. “My goals and
their goals came together.”
The team had only 23 girls and
lacked the necessary funds to play
outside of the D.C. area when Pope
arrived. Undeterred, Pope decided
to teach a new style of rugby to
the team, focusing on the aspect of
play he sees as crucial.
“I am a coach that lives and
dies by defense,” Pope said. “Defense wins championships. If no
one can score against you, you always have a chance.”
Four years later, the club has
nearly 45 members, enough to field
an "A" team and a "B" team, and
has played across the East Coast
and into the Midwest. This season,
the Colonials dominated their opponents in the Potomac Rugby

Union, with a 7-0 fall record, qualifying for play in the Mid-Atlantic
Rugby Football Union. The ladies
continued their success in that
spring league, finishing second
and earning the No. 9 seed in the
USA Rugby Sweet 16.
“We have learned a lot about
how to keep pace with a championship level team,” senior captain
Marielle Buccilli said. “We don’t
want to just show up, we want to
win and reach the final four.”
True to his coaching philosophy, Pope has continued to emphasize defense. Last Sunday, the
Colonials shut out Wittenberg
University with a 5-0 victory and
this week in practice, Pope forbade
his team from playing any offense
at all, driving home his defensive
mindset.
“We just want to go out there
and play GW rugby,” sophomore

club president Michelle Perna said.
“We don’t have big size. We have
a lot of talent and skill and we
work together. We mesh so well,
our game comes through when we
are working together as one. Our
entire team is what shows, not just
the individual.”
The tournament begins April
16, when the Colonials will face
Lee University in their first round
match. The tournament is a single-elimination, with the winner
moving on to play another game
on Sunday. The four remaining
teams will compete in the national
championship April 30 in Pittsburg, Pa.
“Even if we don’t make it to
the top four, we know we’ve won
because we’ve accomplished so
much and come so far,” Perna said.
“No matter what happens, nobody
will be disappointed.” u

Golfer's win streak sets record
by Noah Cohen
Hatchet Staff Writer

Very little about Andres Pumariega’s path to the men’s golf team
has been ordinary. Golf was never
his game growing up, and once he
did pick it up, GW wasn’t the place
he initially decided he to play. But
things have a way of working out
and the junior is defying expectations, leaving his mark on the Colonials' record book as the only golfer
to win three straight individual tournaments.
In his first spring season since
transferring to GW from Mercer
University in Macon, Ga., Pumariega has been on a tear, beginning with
a victory against St. Thomas University March 14. Pumariega won his
second straight tournament the following weekend when he shot the
low score at the GW Golf Invitational in Bethany Beach, Del. He capped
off his winning streak with a victory
in the Penn Quaker Invitational in
Flourtown, Pa.
The streak of individual victories
for Pumariega has helped to create a

shift in culture for a golf team that in
past years has struggled to play well
against tougher competition.
“We’re trying to get the program
to be more focused on playing good
golf instead of like, ‘Oh, well we’re at
GW, whatever, we’re not really good
golfers,’” Pumariega said. ”We’re
trying to work harder and change
the entire mentality.”
Pumariega’s spring performance has been especially impressive in relation to his play during the
fall season, when he shot a singleround score of 83 in each of his three
first-semester events.
Part of his struggles, Pumariega
said, stemmed from his transfer to
GW, a result of a conflict with a coach
at Mercer. Now, at GW, Pumariega
credits his new head coach, Terry
Shaffer, with helping him regain his
confidence on the course.
“I came in last semester and
it was a perfect storm of bad stuff,
where I played horrible,” Pumariega
said. “I played horrible last semester,
and coach never said anything but,
‘Alright, keep practicing, keep it up,
stay positive."

The Miami native is currently
averaging a team-best score of 74.6,
but more than that, the Colonials'
head coach has seen a change in his
entire team’s mentality.
“I don’t know what transpired
at Mercer, but I just feel that it’s Mercer’s loss,” Shaffer said. “I think Andres is a good, I’m gonna say, catalyst. I think he’s done a good job in
really helping the team realize that
they’re capable of achieving great
things,” he added.
To remind himself to remain focused on the course, Pumariega said
he has developed a habit of marking
his balls with the initials “M.K.,” a
reference to the PGA’s current topranked player, Martin Kaymer. With
just one more event to sharpen that
focus before the Atlantic 10 Tournament in Howey-in-the-Hills, Fla.
beginning April 29, Shaffer said
that, while Pumariega’s success
might have been a surprise to some,
the standout play hasn’t come as a
shock to him.
“He realizes how difficult this
game can be and he just stays at
it all the time,” Shaffer said. “His
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Junior Andres Pumariega is the first
golfer in GW history to win three
straight individual tournaments.

three straight tournament wins are a
blessing to the program and I really
kind of expected him to play well in
all of these tournaments because to
me he’s one of the best players out
there. So to me it’s no surprise,” he
added. u

